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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Faculty Minutes
1969-70

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
May 11, 1970

To:

The General Faculty

From:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

Special Meeting

At the request of the faculty members whose names are included among
those faculty and administrators listed in the report given below,
President Heady calls the General Faculty to meet in special session
today at 1:00 p.m. in the Anthropology Lecture Hall. The purpose of
the meeting is to consider this report, to act on its recommendations,
and to take any other action related to this matter.
Report
l. Pursuant to a vote of the General Faculty at its meeting of Saturday, May 9, 1970, the following committees met with a somewhat
larger group of students and other interested people in the ballroom
of the New Mexico Union on the afternoon of Sunday, May 10, 1970:
Policy Committee
Comm. on University Governance
Academic Freedom & Tenure Comm.
Student Standards Committee
Comm. for the Enhancement of
the Educational Process

Curricula Committee
Graduate Committee
Administrative Committee
Student Affairs committee
Committee on the University

2· After extended discussion of a number of issues relevant to the
r;~rent crisis, the follo•rJing faculty and administrators met separate(Listed in order of signing the roster)
Kenneth H. Stahl
John Durrie
B. Bunting
H. Julien
David Benedetti
c · W• Onneweer
Paul
Davis
Abe
Rosenzweig
E. Caplan
Karl Koenig
N.
Wollman
Robert Walker
John Howarth
Jerrold Walden
Ed Hoyt
Bernard Spolsky
A. w. Vogel
Ralph D. Norman
D. L. VanderJagt
Harold Lavender
J · C · MacGregor
John R. Green
Joe Fashing
James L. Thorson
Marion Cottrell
William M. Dabney
Susan Dewitt
George Springer
B. Louise Murray
D~uglas George
Tom Christopher
Harold
D. Drummond
Gilbert Merkx
Robert Stone
Sidney Solomon
Robert B. Loftfield Walter E. Barnett
Beth Hicks
R.nouglas O'Dell
Harold K. Knudsen
Lloyd
Burley
Robert B. Riley
Donald Tailby
Don Dubois
Jo~n M. Campbell
R. Huzarski
Joel Jones
Clinton Adams
Chester Travelstead
Cornie Hulsbos
~~~o Z. Antreasian Roy Pickett
Ferrel Heady
ert R. Rehde r
John Perovich
Sherman E. Smith
Mac McMichael
H. G. Alexander

t

3. This group agreed to propose three basic propositions to the
General Faculty as procedures for the rest of the current semester
only. They were then announced to the students and others assembled
in the ballroom and met with general favor.
It was clearly stated
tha t these points would be submitted as recommendations and would be
implemented only if approved by the General Faculty:
a. Students who desire to do so should have opportunity to
continue in classes for which they registered.
Therefore, faculty,
teaching assistants, and graduate assistants are expected to cooperate
11-•ith this policy by meeting their scheduled classes.
b. The following options should be available to students who
wish no longer to attend a class or classes for the rest of the
semester:
i. To receive credit for any course and a semester grade
at the level of current performance as determined by the
instructor.
ii.
iii.
iv.

To receive credit or no credit (Cr. or NC )
To receive an incomplete (I)
To withdraw completely (W)

In order
to avail himself of any of these options, a student shoul.d
not·
f
l
Y
the
he selects. instructor no later than Friday, May 15, as to the option
c. A number of supplementary, enriching experiences in the
av~ of "free university" class offerings as feasible should be made
ilable to all students who wish to avail t h emselves of them.
fo

George P. Springer
Chester c. Travelstead
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THE UiUVERSITY OF NEW HEXlCO
FACULTY UEETING
May 11, 1970
(Summarized i1inutes)
The May 11, 1970, special meeting of the University Faculty was called to order
by President Heady at 1:10 p.m. in the Anthropology Lecture Hall, with a quorum
present.
The Faculty's rules relative to attendance and voting privileges at faculty meetings were read by Mr. Durrie. By motion of Professor Cottrell and other faculty
members, the "written press," several students not included in the official student delegations, a visiting lecturer from U.C.L.A., three representatives of the
striking Physical Plant Department workers, and representatives of two labor unions
were invited to attend.
Professor Cottrell, for the Policy Connnittee, recommended the adoption of a procedural rule that no faculty member may speak more than twice in debate on a given
issue nor for more than five minutes on any one occasion. This recommendation was
approved by the Faculty.

.

'

President heady explained that the special meeting had been called at the request
of those faculty members who, with some administrative officers, had met on Sunday
with an equal number of students in a session called by the Faculty at its Satur~ay meeting "to do the planning that needs to be done to reopen this University on
11onday peacefully and fruitfully."
Professors Drummond and Cottrell briefly reviewed the course of the meeting--a
series of productive small group discussions and a consensus that developed as the
meeting progressed. Thereupon, Vice President Travelstead, on behalf of those faculty members and administrative officers who were there and who met afterward as a
group to formulate their proposal, recommended to the Faculty the following three
basic propositions as procedures for the rest of the current semester only. These
proposals, he said, were announced to the students and others assembled at the Sunday meeting and met with general favor.
a . Students who desire to do so should have opportunity
to continue in classes for which they registered. Therefore,
faculty, teaching assistants, and graduate assistants are
expected to cooperate with this policy by meeting their scheduled classes .
b. The following options should be available to students
who wish no longer to attend a class or classes for the rest of
the semester:
i. To receive credit for any course and a semester
grade at the level of current performance as determined
by the instructor.
ii.
iii .
iv .

To receive credit or no credit (Cr. or NC)
To receive an incomplete (I)
To withdraw completely (W)

In order to avail himself of any of these options, a student should
notify the instructor no later than Friday, May 15, as to the option
he selects.
c. A number of supplementary, enriching experiences in the form
of "free university 11 class offerings as feasible should be made
available to all students who wish to avail themselves of them.
Dr. Travelstead moved that the essence of the above recommendation be approved and
that the working out of any details be referred to t he Policy Committee rather t han
having the Faculty attempt to edit the recommendation on the floor.

In the discussion which followed, the following amendments or substitute motions
were proposed:
1.

(by Professor Dick)--Amend 3(b)(i) to read: "Those who take such a
grade for a 3-credit-hour course at t his point in the semester shall
be given two hours of academic credit on their transcripts. " (Amendment lost.)

2.

(by Professor Skoglund)--A motion that 3 (a) be substituted for the
present motion. (Ruled not a substitute motion, a ruling confirmed
by the Faculty.)

3.

(by Professor Wagar)--Amend 3(b)(i) by adding, 11 If t his is humanly
possible for t he instructor. ,; (Amendment lost.)

4.

(by Professor Murphy)--Amend 3(b) by adding (prior to "i 11 ) : "At t he
discretion of the instructor, the options may be limited to iii and
iv." (Amendment lost.)

At this point the previous question was voted, whereupon the Faculty approved Vice
President Travelstead's motion without amendment. (Professor J. E. White, Jr., in
a May 12 memorandum to the Secretary, requested that his "resounding NO vote" be
officially recorded in the minutes of the meeting.)
Professor Jones issued a call for faculty members willing to devote time and energy
to the Free University. Vice President Springer said that his of fice would serve
as the logistic headquarters for the Free University and that some nine basic topics had thus far been developed.
ur, Springer also announced that the Annual Research Lecture had been postponed

until next year by agreement with the speaker, Professor Nash.

~~·

Evans Garcia, representing the striking Physical Plant Department workers, made
Smi:Ppeal for food, money, and other help. Relative to the strike, Vice President
d h read the following news release, to be given later today to the local papers
::t television stations: Plans for the June 3 representation election under rules
by the American Arbitration Association were announced by Jerome Bailey, repreS
enting th
a
e Communications Workers of America; Gilbert Vigil, Professional MaintenPnce and Service Employees affiliated with the New Mexico District Council of Cart:~~ers, AFL-CIO; and Lawrence C. Yehle, UNH Director of Personnel. "Current agiint on for a strike by Physical Plant Department employees is not in the best
erests of UNM workers," Bailey and Vigil said in a prepared statement. 11 It will
-2-

be much better to permit the election campaign procedures to be followed so that

the UM1 workers can decide the question of collective bargaining.

Then, if they

decide on a course of collective bargaining, we will get to the issues. "

The meeting adjourned at 3:08 p.m.

John N. Durrie, Secretary
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
SPECIAL FACULTY MEETING
MAY 11, 1970

The Special Faculty Meeting on May 11, 1970, of the
University Faculty was called to order by President Heady
at 1:10 p.m., ~ the Anthropology Building, with a quorum
present.
PRESIDENT HEADY The meeting will please come to
order. Before we begin today's special meeting, which was
called on very short notice, I want to remind you t h at we
have a meeting scheduled for tomorrow afternoon, which will
be held as scheduled at three p.m., but I want to make sure
that you all understand there is a change in the plans and
we will meet here again tomorrow afternoon instead of at the
Kiva. That is where that meeting was originally schedu led
to be .
Also I would like to remind everyone here that because of acoustics of this room it will be necessary for
those of you who want to receive recognition and want to
s~eak to go to one of the four microphones facing the two
aisles or to come up here to the speaker's rostrum and to
s~eak as close to the mike as you can so that the sound
wi11 carry through .
I am going to ask the Secretary now to read t h e
rules of the Faculty concerning t h ose who are eligible and
are not eligible to be at the Faculty meeting .
.
SECRETARY DURRIE The University Faculty is defined
in the Constitution as "Professors, Associate Professors,
Assistant Professors, Lecturers and Instructors, including
Part~t~me and temporary appointees" . The Constitution also
~~~cifies by title a number of ex officio members of t h e
F iversity Faculty .
All of the above are entitled to attend
m:culty meetings . However, part-time and temporary faculty
~ers are not permitted to vote and instructors are mem~ · ~
hers 0 f
t·
the voting Faculty only after three y ears of fullime service .

Rules re
Attendance
and Voting

5/11/70
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Other persons authorized to attend the Faculty
meetings are fifteen student invitees, twelve undergraduates
and three graduate students, and the mechanics for electing
them are at the Student Government concerned and lists are
supplied for each meeting. These student invitees are not
pe rmitted to vote.
Additionally, the Faculty last year authorized the
Policy Committee to invite to any Faculty meeting up to
ten administrative officials as special nonvoting guests.
Other than the above, attendance at Faculty meetings is
unauthorized except by specific vote of the Faculty at a
particular meeting.
HEADY I would like to ask at this time if there are
any members, any people in the audience who do not meet
the se requirements, that they leave, subject, of course, to
authorization to reenter if motions are made and approved
by this Faculty for exceptions from the rules you just
heard. Mr. Cottrell.
PROFESSOR COTTRELL Mr. President, I would like to
make a motion that we permit the written press to be present
a~ today's meeting.
This would exclude any tapes or cameras
wi th the press.
It's just the written press.
If the others
want to hear, they can make notes and report on later, but
no tapes or cameras.
I move that.
HEADY

Is there a second?

(There were several seconds.)
HEADY

Discussion?

PROFESSOR B. SPOLSKY
HEADY

Mr. President.

Mr. Spolsky.

B. SPOLSKY I would like at this opportunity to
ask, without giving the Faculty a chance at least for some
of us to express a little bit of dismay at some of the
~eporting, particularly very inaccurate, and somewhat
~rresponsible accounts that appears in this morning's
t~UPnal and, hopefully, no doubt it was done but the way
c ~t account was written, referring to this meeting being
a led to receive student demands or something like that
~~s something that could well have led to further confrontaion and I hope that the spea k ers th a t 1nv1
·
' t e th ese peop 1 e
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will show more responsibility to the reporting.
HEADY Professor Spolsky, I did not interrupt you
because I agree with what you said, but I don't think it's
relevant to the motion. Are you ready to proceed? Those
in favor, 11 aye 11 ; opposed "no". The motion carries.
COTTRELL Mr. President, I have been requested to
ask permission for a visiting lecturer in the Department
of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, who is
here to give a lecture tomorrow from U.C.L.A., to sit in
our meeting today. Doctor Saboda from the Department of
the U.C.L.A. and I would like to move that he be granted
to sit.
(There were several seconds.)
HEADY Any discussion?
The motion carries.
COTTRELL
reconunenda tions .
HEADY

Those in favor?

Opposed?

I think Mr. Fashing has some further

Professor Fashing .

PROFESSOR FASHING I would like to move t hat the
three representatives of the striking Physical Plant
workers, who would like to address the Faculty, be a llowed
to remain for the meeting this afternoon.
HEADY

Do you want to identify who they are?

FASHING

Yes, they are Mr . Huey, Mr. Green, and

Mr· Evans Garcia .

HEADY

Second to that motion?

(There were several seconds.)
HEADY
opposed ,, no" .

Any discussion? Those in favor say "aye";
The motion is carried.

Now are there any other persons here?
any Others that have a similar motion?
PROFESSOR JONES
HEADY

Mr . Jones.

Yes, sir.

Are there

5/11/70
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JONES I have three students.
One is a graduate
student who is one of the coordinators of the proposed
Free University. He would like to observe and hear what
we have to say. The other two are medical students, Mr.
Frank Gibbs and Mr. Horwitz, and who under our current
regulations aren't allowed to attend this afternoon's meeting.
HEADY

Is there a second to the motion?

(There were several seconds.)
HEADY
opposed "no".

Any discussion? Those in favor, "aye";
The motion is carried.

VICE-PRESIDENT LAVENDER
HEADY

Mr. President.

Is this a similar motion?

LAVENDER Yes. There are four other students in
the audience that I am aware of that have asked me to ask
permission for them to stay:
Stan Deverett, Dan Blank,
Mike Burke and Bruce Garrett.
I move they be allowed to
remain.
(There were several seconds.)
HEADY

Any disaussion?

(Several Faculty members were yelling "Why?")
LAVENDER Mr. Deverett is a veteran contending that
on Campus it is not adequately represented. Mr. Banks ,
along with Miss Jane Ran.shaw is on the list representing
the Anti-strikers Committee and he would like to be h ere to
strengthen that allegation. Mr. Burke works for the -- Mr .
Blank works for the Lobo and Mr. Garrett -- where are y ou,
Mr. Garrett? -- I am sorry, I gave i t wrong.
This is the
Anti-strike person.
HEADY

Is there further discussion? Those in favor
· d.
The motion is carr1e

say "a "
ye; opposed "no".

PROFESSOR MOELLENBERG
HEADY

Mr. President.

Do you have a similar motion?

MOELLENBERG

Mr. President, there are students at

5/11/70
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the door -- there is a student at the door who has a
petition signed by a number of students that the students
be allowed to conduct an individual referendum prior to
acti on by this Body and he requests to be permitted to
en ter and read the petition.
HEADY It seems to me that this is a somewhat
diffe rent request than we have had up to now. This calls
not only for admitting somebody, but for altering the Agenda
and I think all I would rule as appropriate at this point
would be a motion to admit him on the same basis we have
admi tted the representatives from the Physical Plant,
strike rs; on the possibility that later on this may be added
to our Agenda .
MOELLENBERG
HEADY

I so move.

Is there a second to that motion?

A FACULTY MEMBER

say

II

Second.

HEADY Is there discussion? Those in favor please
aye 11 ; opposed "no". This motion is carried.
Are there any more motions of this kind?

COTTRELL Mr. President, I have a motion with
respe ct to procedural questions.
HEADY Before we come to that, I am assuming now -and I want to verify this so we won't have challenges later
-- that everyone now here either conforms to the rules of
the Faculty or has been admitted by special motion.
Professor Cottrell.
COTTRELL

Mr. Chairman, we --

PROFESSOR COHEN
want to raise a point.
HEADY

Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman.

I

Mr. Cohen.

COHEN Mr Chairman, three persons have asked for
Petition and admi;sion as representatives of the Physical
Pla~t workers.
I don't know on what basis they have been
assigned representatives. Two labor unions have intervened
:na asked for collective bargaining rights for an election
0 be conducted as of now on June 3rd.
If we are going to
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have representatives of the Plant workers I would suggest
that we should issue invitations to the organizers, regional
representatives of these unions: one from the Communication
Workers and one from the Carpenter Workers, and I so move.
Incidentally, these people are not around. They wil l have
to be contacted.
A FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

Second.

Is there a second to the motion?

PROFESSOR THORSON

I second.

HEADY Is there discussion? Those in favor please
say "aye"; opposed " no". The motion is carried.
Now that is for two union representatives, who are not
here yet, but may appear later. Professor Cottrell.
COTTRELL Mr. Chairman, I would like to recommend
the same rules with respect to procedure and debate as we
used in the Special Meeting Saturday, and t h at is t h at on
each item which comes before the House that any one member
be limited to two times in debate, not to exceed five minutes each time.
I would like to move that on behalf of the
Faculty Policy Committee.
HEADY

Rules re
Procedure and
Debate

Is there a second to that motion?

(There were several seconds.)
"no 11 •
Only.

HEADY Those in favor please say "aye"; opposed
The motion is carried. This is for today's meeting

Dean Clinton Adams has been designated as the
Official Timekeeper to enforce this rule and he has his
Watch in hand now.
Now this meeting, as you all know, is the outgrowth
~f ~ meeting that was held yesterday afternoon in t he New
exico Union resulting from the resolution, which was
:dopted by the Faculty on Saturday that had been introduced
ty Professor Drummond, and I thought perhaps the best way
Po start our discussion here this afternoon would b e to ask
Frofes sor Drummond or Professor Cottrell, who acte d as
t~~Ulty Co-Chairman of the meeting yesterday, to say anying about the meeting itself they wish: h ow it was

Report on
May 10 Meeting
of Faculty,
Administration
and Students
re Reopening
of University
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conducted, matters of that kind, before we come to substantive motions which have come from that meeting and which
are in substance summarized for you in the notice of the
meeting.
Also, if there are members of the Faculty here who
have not yet had distributed to them this notice of today's
special meeting with information about what Faculty
representatives were at the Union yesterday and what proposals are being placed before you, if you will raise your
hand we will make sure that a copy is put in your hands.
We tried to get these distributed as best we could during
the morning, but I am sure not everybody was here to get a
copy.
We are passing out all the available remaining copies
of the notice.
I hope there will be enough _to go around.
If not, we may have to share a few copies in a few places.
The meeting will please come to order. I will now
recognize Professor Drummond if he wants the floor, and
Professor Cottrell if he wants the floor.
PROFESSOR DRUMMOND President Heady and Fellow
Sufferers:
it's nice to see so many of you at a Faculty
Meeting.
Yesterday we had a very interesting session. For a
period of time it appeared to be a crisis on its way toward
tragedy, but for various reasons it became a very serious
a?a effective discussion and, in my judgment, one of the
fin~st things that has happened to the University of New
Mexico Campus this year.
I wish personally to commend some
people who I think made this possible.
First I would commend Eric Nelson, Frank Lihn, and
8.
lll PickJ'ns for doing what some had predicted they would
not do: selecting a good cross-section of students~or
~he meeting. We had students at least at the TableAwhich
wasJclear across the boardJ~nd~Frank and Eric and Bill,
I applaud your selection.
Second, I would like to commend Marion Cottrell
or keeping his cool, for having strong arches, and for
serving through a long afternoon.
f

strong.

HEADY

Don't forget his voice.

That's pretty
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DRUMMOND Yeah, because for awhile we didn't have
one of these and it was good that he had a strong voice.
Third, I would like to commend the entire
Administrative Committee, including Ferrell Heady for
coming and participating and staying and thinking with the
students and hearing what they had to say in spite of the
obvious fatigue and pressures which they had from elsewhere.
Finally I would like to commend Gil Merkx who, in
my judgment, not only last Saturday defended the right of
Arnold Koschmann to state his position openly and without
unfair tactics here, but yesterday rose at a crucial time
to literally save the opportunity for discussion. We owe
Gil a debt of gratitude, I think.
(Applause.)
Now what has been started must not be allowed to
grind to a stop because of lethargy, fatigue, disinterest,
or other pressures. We must keep lines of communication
open with all students.
(Applause.) And we must find
better ways of doing so. Later in this meeting, if I am
recognized at another time, I have some specific proposit ~ to suggest. But it seems to me now at this time that
IAasked rather to comment in terms of yesterday.
I think the most amazing thing to me, and I suspect
to most of the participants yesterday who were strong enough
to stay, was the amazing consensus that developed. Some of
you may not realize, but we were seated in -- I never did
co~nt how many groups -- twelve, fourteen or something of
this sort, and I suspect there were about fifteen or sixteen people that ended up from ten to fifteen people in
each one of these groups and when we finally got after some
long.haggling to group discussion and then after a
considerable period of group discussion we got to sharing
What groups had decided should be done about the University.
Group after group after group came up with the same ideas
and they did not have the same people in every group. May
1 assure you _that in the group in which I worked, and I can
Only speak for it the Academic Vice-President happened to
be · ·
'
in it, and for no reason at all we just sat down, but he
~n the group I was in. Our group came up with almost
e identical proposals that came out of the group that Gil
:erkx was sitting in. We were agreed in terms of how to
neep the University open, functioning, and effective for the
ext two and a half weeks and when we met as a Faculty,
after the discussion groups, in the Hall off the kitchen

:~s
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the re was an amazing consensus there and I think you should
know that this material which has been sent to you today
fr om the Academic Vice-President's office, while not every
person in the group probably just said that is my choice,
I think the overwhelming consensus of the Faculty who were
the re yesterday feel that this should be approved by all of
us today.
Finally I want to express my personal appreciation
to all of my colleagues who were members of the Committee s ,
who gave up the afternoon of Mother's Day, and particularly
expres s a word of appreciation to their wives and their
mothe rs because we were all there in a serious attemp t to
save this University. We are still in a very tenuous
pos ition in my judgment, but I have some hope and also some
faith that we may be able to find ways of making the
University a better place for all of us.
Things may get worse, but we must demonstrate to
all the citizens of this State, and particularly to ourselves , that we care about all students (Applause); that
we respect and will support the right of all to speak, and
those who care to, to listen; that changing the University
is a process requiring rationality, responsibility, and
openness from all of us.
I do hope that we will have the
sense , the patience, the intelligence, and the faith to do
the tasks at hand.
Thank you.
(Applause.)
HEADY

I will recognize Professor Cottrell.

COTTRELL I have very little to add to what Mr.
Drummond has said. You may notice my voice is not what it
should be . After a six-hour meeting yesterday I had to go
out and campaign for public office last night.
HEADY

That will be all on that point.

(Laughter.)

COTTRELL This week has interfered with other
activ 1· t ·
Pl
ies so much that I thought I was entitled to one
ug. I was very reluctant a moment ago to get up and
sugges t some procedural questions, particularly those who
Were p
.
resent yesterday will know perhaps why I am a little
9Unshy · I was quite -- I was not quite
.
1
.
.
d
as coo insi e
Perhap
.
y
s as Professor Drummond said I appeared to be
:st:rd~y.
We had set the meeting up with the intention
0
f g tting small group dialogues.
That was our hope.
hter an hour of fighting on who should participate and
0 should not participate I felt that unless we opened up
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and went perhaps beyond the recommendations of the Faculty
on Saturday, that there would not be any meeting at all,
and so we just opened up and went beyond that and I don't
know how many ended up participating, where they all came
from particularly. There were some town~eople present
later in the afternoon. But since there were no resolutions
to be passed or any action to be taken, I think more t h an
anything else it was a case where the Faculty should listen,
the Administrators should listen, and perhaps in return we
could say something to the groups present and so once we
opened it up and proceeded that way I ambled around t h e
room most of the afternoon eavesdropping at the various
tables and I was really delighted at the kind of dialogue
that went on.
I would like to concur with what Professor Drummond
has said that, amazingly, we heard essentially the same
issues being reported back from every table, the tab les may
have been somewhat' representative but at some o f them t he r e
were more students and at others there may been more Faculty
than -- and there were towns people and oth ers. I think it
was a very educational afternoon for all and I, personally,
am quite pleased with the results that came out of it.
I
t hink we have an exceilent chance of calming things down to
f inish this semester and I believe also that there may be
some first steps towards some badly need academic reform.
But at least we look at them on a temporary basis t h is
afternoon to see what we can do about completing this
academic year.
I would like to commend all of you who have come
th'
ls afternoon a nd you will probably hear from me again
before this afternoon is over .
HEADY I will recognize Academic Vice-President
Travelstead now to place before you the substance of the
recommendations that came out of this meeting that had just
been discussed.
VICE-PRESIDENT TRAVELSTEAD Members of the Faculty
;nd Student s, Mr. President: before I attempt to put any
orma1 resolution before this Body I want to add a statement or two and hope not to repeat anything Mr. Drummond
and Mr. Cottrell have already said.
re

In my opinion, what happened yesterday afternoon
Presents one of the most significant happenings, if you
Want to call .:it that, that has taken place on this Campus.

Re c ommendation
re Student
Options as to
Continuation in
or Withdrawal
from Courses;
Free University
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I would say that since I have been here. That's a long
time. I say that because for the first time, except over
tea and cookies and some superficial coverings about the
weather, we had Administrators, Faculty, and Students and
some non-Students including town()>eople, addressing themselves to some vital issues of this University and of this
Nation. There was a good deal of unhappiness and lack of
accommodation for awhile, but as both of these gentlemen
have told you, it is remarkable what came out toward the
end of the meeting.
It's because of the sense of what
happened there, because of the significance of this
particular group, not that those fifty-six or fifty-seven
Faculty members were any more important than any other
fifty-six or fifty-seven or two hundred that would have
been there, but because of the way they arrived at what
is indicated in summary -form on the second sheet of this
material you have been handed.
It seems to me quite
important, extremely important that at this time we realize
what our options are on this Campus.
If we take a document like this and begin to haggle
and add and subtract or refer to a Committee, it is my
considered judgment that we will be in deep trouble with
ourselves, and with the students, because there were times
where some action must be taken in good faith. The students
must have evidence that this Faculty does care (Applause).
Mr. Drummond added two other words that I think I
would like to repeat, not only "does care" but "cares about
~ll students." That, too, is additionally important. Not
Just those who have been good boys and girls and who have
fo~lowed what has traditionally been viewed as what a good
University student does. This is what came out yesterday.
There was harsh language. There were dogs and there were
People in strange attire. There were many issues discussed.
There are many unsettled problems, some of them academic
ana others not.
My point in coming to this rostrumis to talk first
about the academic part of it and maybe other times today
or tomorrow other unsettled questions will be called to
Your attention. That is not my intent now.
There are two main points in the academic aspect
ob ~hat we came to agreement about yesterday. One is the
~ ~igation of this university, this Faculty, this Staff,
· ·
·
t his Administration
to carry out its
contractua 1 o bl.iga t.ions
0
People who, on last February 1, signed up and paid money
f
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to do something at this University and hard earned money in
most cases. They, their friends, their parents assumed they
would be given this privilege because when we issued the
catalog and program of courses we said the University will
do these things until June 1st. This we thought was paramount. I think nobody can offer a substantial argument
against that, for those who want to continue what they came
here this semester to do. That point is taken care of in
one part of the material that you have.
I will come back
to that in a minute.
<Vr.J2._.

The other part, and there
just two parts, is to
recognize what has happened recentl9 and to realize that
things have changed since February 1, 1970; that Faculty
members, that students, that other people are deeply concerned about the implication of these things that have
happened and they were not scheduled in the class schedule
we passed out at that time.
The second point is to give some freedom and
flexibility to those students who do want to change their
program somewhat in these last two or three weeks, hopefully
to their own improvement and advancement and not to their
harm . Therefore, the second part of the whole thing that
we are recommending to you -- by "we" I mean the group there
a~sembled yesterday and you have their names -- is to allow
without penalty, whatever students like to take a little
different track during these last two or three weeks for
:easons that some of you may not think are altogether
important. But here's where the compromise has to come in.
Here's where the gesture has to be made .
Somebody said in our Faculty conversation in the
ki tchen sink, and that's about what it was, over at the
back part of that Union we were si~ing in the sinks and
very inconvenient quarters, some~ floor~ and some in
telephone booths because we couldn't get in the rest of
the Union but I have forgotten what it was somebody said
1 tell you, I am not going to repeat what everybody said
Yesterday.
PROFESSOR NORMAN

a11 on our rumps.

TRAVELSTEAD
repeat that.
DURRIE

It was a'rump' session.

We were

Since we may be on KUNM I will not

We are not.
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TRAVELSTEAD I repeated something y esterday t h at I
got called for at ten o'clock last night and I thought it was
very mild language that I used. But the freedom to deviate
these last two or three weeks, somebody said, it is not going
to be world-shaking if Mr. "A" does not complete the last
two weeks of such and such a course and, in fact, it can't
be proved t h at he will be any b etter or worse off if h e does
or doesn't.
I don't want to expand on that excep t to say
that there are other things which might be far more important
in these last two and a half weeks that if this student "X"
wishes to have a bigger kind of activity we wanted to make
it possible for him to do that without being penalized.
Therefore, we have listed some o p tions. These are revolutionary options for Universities. A y ear ago I a m sure I
would have been booed out of the room and I might b e booed
out of the r o o m ~ today, but this is not last ye ar.
This is not five years ago.
It's not even two weeks ago
and that group assembled felt if we could compromise on
this package, and I think the package is very important,
if we say, "Now we will take 'A 1 and we will eliminate 'C'
and change the 'D' and refer to a Committee and let the
students know next Tuesday what our decision is, " I submit
i t will be too late.
The reason we want this meeting today
was it was highly important that this Faculty -- I don't
say "no modification " should be made but please do not
mi sunderstand me, but I do think the package is imp ortant ,
the two tracks, the right to continue all members assembled
there yesterday felt this was paramount, and this, of
course, would include responsibility of Faculty. The GA's,
the TA's, to make this possible. The other part of the
package is let's give flexibility to those few students
-- and there are a few -- it may be a few hundred and I am
not drawing the line on how many there would be or should
be -- to have a flexible program without being penalized
and having these options that are before you.
Now in addition we have made a brief statement there
about a Free University and after we talk about this first
P~rt I would like for Mr. Springer, who has been working
Wl th Joel Jones and others on this, to talk about what we
m·
t~~ht do on that other track. But the important thing for
18 Faculty to decide is whether it's willing for those
students who wish to have a dual-track these last two and
~ h~lf weeks and not be penalized and have an opportunity
. 0 ao something else wh ich will be helpful to them, that
ls the
f
purpose of our recommendations to you today. Thereo~re , Mr. President, r would like to move that th~ essence
the recommendation which is on page two, starting at t he
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top of page two and says "This group" and that means those
fifty-four assembled there yesterday -- "agreed to propose
three basic propositions to the General Faculty as
procedures for the rest of the current semester only. " This
is not a commitment for next year, even though I hope a lot
of what happened yesterday and h appened today will go in
next year.
"They were then announced to the students and others
assembled in the Ballroom and met with general favor.
It
was clearly stated that these points would be submitted as
recorrunendations and would be implemented only if approved
by the General Faculty."
Now here they are, options A, B, and C.
" Students who desire to do so should have opportunity
to continue in classes for which they registered. Therefore,Faculty, Teaching Assistants, and Graduate Assistants
are expected to cooperate with this policy by meeting their
scheduled classes.
"b. The following options should be available to
students who wish no longer to attend a class or classes
for the rest of the semester:
" i. To receive credit for any course and a semester
grade at the level of current performance as determined by
the instructor;
"ii.
" iii.

To receive credit or no credit;
To receive an imcomplete " .

There may be some who would choose that option and
we know what that means.
It would have to be made up in a
later per1· od an d put into
·
a gra d e f orm.
"iv .

To withdraw completely."

The reason the withdrawal privilege is here is
because the twelve weeks' deadline has already passed.
this p r1v1lege
· .
is allowed and called a "W" that twelve
Weeks would have ±o be extended somewhat.
"Now in order to avail himself of any of these
Opt·
thaions~ a student should notify the instructor no later
n Friday, May 15, as to the option he selects. "

If
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Now one slight problem, and I am coming back and
restating this, Mr. Chairman, but i t relates to a long one.
If any problems exist, develop between students and Faculty
members, we are suggesting first of all they be settled and
resolved at the Departmental or College level.
If any
Resolution or Compromise Committee is necessary for the
University as a whole we can coordinate that. We didn't
choose to get to that point in my motion, Mr. Chairman, and
it is that this Faculty, as soon as possible, approve this
principle, the essence of these recomme~ationsA.or this
reconunenda tion.) as we ~ ew fc t. ~~whole /1.. and that it ref er
to the Policy Commit~ ~ ~ n y details
t rather
than trying to edit i t on -tiiis floor.
I so move.
(There were several seconds.)
HEADY
You have heard the motion and it's been
seconded. Before I call on others who may want to debate
I would just like to add to what has already been said,
that I was an active observer and interested observer, I
might add also active, and participant in the yesterday's
m~eting.
I certainly wholeheartedly support the recommendations that are being made to you for reasons that have
already been given by Mr. Travelstead.
Now I will recognize anyone that wants to be
recognized for purposes of debating the motion before us.
Professor ~
V1ns

!Vrtv5
PROFESSOR~ Mr. Chairman, I rise to support this
package in total.
I speak for myself and for many others
whoj, like me, conceive themselves to be in the middle and
before proceeding with the remainder of my supporting statement I pray the indulgence of the group and of the President
that I may be allowed to read one definition of the man in
the middle that might lighten the atmosphere for a moment
or two. This is Professor Art Buchwald speaking .
It says:
"It's tough to be the man in the middle .
.
"'My friend Brightfelder is having an identity
cr1 ·
.
. sis. He said that no matter where he stood on the maJor
ltssues in the United States today, he found himself in
rouble.
y
"'The fact that I'm against the bombings of New
d~r~ buildings, the student takeovers of offices and intimition by mi· 1 itant
·
·
· t pig.
·
know-nothings
ma k es me a f ascis
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"'Well, there's nothing wrong with that,' I said.
"'Except that I think Spiro Agnew is full of h ot
air.
" 'But that makes you an effete snob and a pseudointellectual, ' I said.
"'Exactly.
I think Judge Julius Hoffman of Chicago
is one of the great disasters of our judicial system.
"'That makes you an ulta-left-wing revolutionary.'
"'At the same time, I think the Chicago Seven are
a bunch of clowns who belong on the comic pages of the
newspapers . '
"'Which makes you an apologist for the stinking
bourgeois establishment. '
"'To my mind, Atty. Gen. Mitchell would do anything
to violate my constitutional rights in the name of Jaw and
order , and this makes me a limousine liberal.'
"'They' re the worst kind.'
"'At the same time, I think we should beef up our
Police forces. •
"'Join the Silent Majority . '
"'I believe Nixon's Southern strategy is tearing
this country apart. '
"'This makes you a typical Northern bleed-heart
hypocrite. ,
"'At the same time the blacks call me a honky
racist for not giving them my church. '
"'You seem to be all things to all men.'
"'I keep saying we should get out Vietnam as fast
:stpossible, and they call me a yellow nee-isolationist.
u because I'm not willing to pull the troops out today,
~y left-wing pals say I ' m a prize dupe of the militarylndust .
rial complex . '
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'How do you feel about the economy?'

"'I'm against a recession which makes me a reckles s
socialist free spender.'
"'What about inflation?'
"'I'm against that, too, for which I've been called
a Nazi conservative who doesn't give a damn about unemployment . '
"'Any thoughts on the ABM?'
"'It's a disaster and as phony as anything the
Defense Department has come up with . '
"'But that means you're giving aid and comfort to
the Commies . '
'' 'I ' m the original pinko Dove . And because I think
the draft is safer for the country than a professional Army,
my kid's friends refer to me as the "war criminal". '
" 'You have to have a strong hide to take all this
name calling. '
"'The tragedy of all this is that the radica l right
knows exactly where it stands, and the radical left is
completely secure in the knowledge it's right. But the
fa.scist
·
pig, pseudo-intellectual effete snob of the radical
middle is being torn apart.'
"'You can say that again,' I said.

J

"'Any country where a citizen has to choose between
udge Julius Hoffman and Yippie Abbie Hoffman is really in
troub le.,"

HEADY I must remind you that Art Buchwald has taken
all of your time . would you identify yourself, please?
S
PROFESSOR GISSER Mr. President, my Fellow Colleagues,
btudents: we have been in principle where we should have
·
t o b e t oo f 1 ex1·
bleen f le xi· b 1 e/and I am afraid we are going
H e Where the principle is at stake.
The reasons President
s:ady we are very inflexible when in spite of the fact that
frUde nts did not cause any damage they decided to lead them
om the Union Building and on grounds that it is pointed
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out to me that students and until Monday morning provided,
of course, that no damage to property is done. Now of us
suggest that we should be very flexible and compromise on
the most important issue, which is our academic duty from
which we have a right to be here. What I had in mind is
-- and I would emphasize only one of the options we offer
our students for the rest of the semester. Let me say
this: I respect those students who are -- and I can see
some of them can continue to protest the semester (reporter
unable to hear the speaker) with the concerns and I am
willing to give him a grade of incomplete, which means
that all the students and I would have work harder in the
summer. But I think that it goes against my academic
integrity to allow a student to drop out with the grade
(reporter unable to hear the speaker) which means giving
a student a grade for the semester which he would not have
finished for material which he could have caused only.
If
I am willing to give the student an incomplete, and I say
this with sincerity, I want to hear one good reason why a
student who finds it impossible to study now not take
advantage of this equipment and take his grades incomplete.
In conclusion I suggest that we ought to allow
students options of (a) taking a grade of incomplete or (b)
dropping out with grade of "W" or discontinuing entirely.
(Applause.)
PROFESSOR MORGAN I would like to avoid repeating
rhetoric that has come before, but substantial areas of
agreement, and the areas of disagreement as I see it is
proposition (B), one which deals with the receiving of a
semester grade.
It seems to me that no "A" or "B" student
would feel it expedient in classes at this time if this
option were made available.
PROFESSOR HUFBAUER Hufbauer is the name for the
record. As I said, I believe that this would lead to
Unfortunate withdrawals by students who felt that they had
no chance of bettering their grade only; otherwise they
Would take their grades and run at this time.
I completely
agree with the other options that are available to the
student
· t'1f'
sand the reasons for the incomplete that are JUS
t~ed by. m~ colleagues. I would like to say a word about
e Politics of this situation as I see them .
u
It seems to me that we
what we have here is an
nf?rtunate
alignment
of
the
academic
establishment, the
adrnl .
nistration, and the radical students who have agreed
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that we should offer this complete range of options. I
think the sacrifice, however, of the voting Faculty which
goes with the normal intent that they pursue to carry out
the courses they may have thought. Further, we have been
told that if we don't buy the whole package that disaster
will occur. I think that it is unfortunate that a p ackage
of this -- these ramifications would be presented to the
Faculty under this kind of a threat that "buy all or
disaster" is impossible.
Finally, those who agree with these sentiments, I
would say this:
by buying (B) (i) we are losing the support
of those very many students who would be in favor o f
resumption of classes under ordinary circumstances. We are
losing their support. We are giving their support over to
the hand of those who want to see the University closed
down.
(Applause.)
HEADY Will the gentleman who is with y ou identi fy
hi mself there first?

I do.

A FACULTY MEMBER

I will let the lady speak before

HEADY He is a gentleman, indeed.
identify yourself?

Would you

MISS JANE RANSHAW I am Jane Ranshaw and I am
representing perhaps what you might call t h e silent
maj ority which recently organized. We are representing
the Anti-Strike Committee.
What we want to show you, which I think is re l evan t
to
what
· wha t we, as a g roup,
h
you are d iscussing today, is
ave as students and not connected with any individual
program, no YAM, AMA, or anything, is only individuals together feel that we should unite and present our students.
We were on a program last night and this turned out to be
a Very feasible good organized type of discussion. We stand,
or we stood on three main points which I would like to
resent to you.
These are just meetings we have g otten
1~gether and believe me, getting publicity for us is a
ittle bit harder for us than it is the radicals, would
You believe?
Number one, that the University be opened on a
course and the subject material in these classe s
be restricted to those subjects covered in the general
normal
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current outline. Number two, before any future movement
to disrupt the educational processes at the University is
adopted it be presented to the student body for referendum
vote. Number three, immediate disciplinary action be
taken against any person or persons attempting to disrupt
the normal education policies at the University.
We stood on these three, the reason being that we
felt its -- these students' choice on whether a Free
University is decided on or not. Now it is up to you on
whether or not you give your grades away, but we are
standing as a majority and we sincerely believe that the
majority of the students are behind us. This College is
a community college. Getting together with all these
students who don't live down here is almost impossible.
Students work and go to College.
I, myself, work and go
to college and I don't have time to sit in the SUB and
occupy it for day in and day out and have free movies, free
food, a free place to stay.

I stand on the American principle.

Unfortunately
I am beginning to think that what I stand for and what I
believe is going to be pushed out into the cold.
Now these strikers stood for something which I can
agree with. They were very sincere in Kent State's
problem, Cambodia and Vietnam, but who are they striking
for now? The Physical Plant workers. 1-vhat does that have
to do with UNM?
(There were calling of boos.)
Sorry.
I just don't believe that has anything to
do With my own educational process.
(Applause.)

I heard yesterday some students that were there
from the Anti-Strike and from what I had heard, not too
many of us there that the Faculty was more or less scared.
ell, you know w~at? I am scared, too. I am scared of
Wha~ you are handing me, what you are revising for me as
an individual. What about my children when they go · to
~Ollege? I am scared already because I am an American and
it's
not too many of us left, not too many of us will
stana.
Now you can boo and hiss at me, but this is
Prec·
real~Sely what it boils down to. The majority of us, we
Y feel that we want regular classes resumed and we do
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stand on one point as far as this -- which is presented to
you. We think that it is the proposal on the first point
under (B) which gives the grades away. You earn a grade,
you don't give it away, and that's why we feel that if we
take finals, everybody in a class should take finals.
If
you withdraw you get an incomplete or withdrawal.
If you
withdraw you should not be given a grade and go off for
three weeks early in your summer vacation. This is what we
are, as students, in two hours at the SUB we have over four
hundred and fifty signatures backing us on this. Now that's
about as many as -- what we call the radical minority has
had for the past week and in two hours we had that many
supporting us this way.
HEADY
RANSHAW

HEADY

Excuse me, but your time is expired.
Thank you.

(Applause.)

I will recognize you.

Identify yourself.

PROFESSOR DICK I am Robert Dick from the Department
of Speech and I would like to make reference also to their
-- to this (B) (i) of this proposition because I also feel
t hat to receive credit for any course in the semester grade
at the level of current performance to be determined by
the instructor is a little deceptive on the transcript and
th'18 1s
. why I feel that way, first of all; there has been
reference on a couple of occasions today that there be -there are two and a half weeks remaining in the semester.
I don't know about the other people in here, but I have
already lost a week and in addition to that. Therefore, I
!~~nk it's closer to two-thirds of a credit grade and I
ink a transcript says a complete grade for a course is
really deceptive at this point.
I think that a person who
~oes stay in my class will have to do some additional work
1n
1 order to catch up at this point because of what we have
ost to this stage of game and, therefore, I would like to
:~ggest an amendment to (3) (b) (i), this amendment being
th~t those who take a grade for a three-hour course# at
15 Point in the semester be given two hours of academic
Credit on their
. transcripts.
.
Thank you .
HEADY Now this has been made as an amendment to
the mot1· on and we will now have before us that f or d ea
b t e.
(There were several seconds.)
HEADY

As

r

understand the stipulation under (B) (i),
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the stipulation that students who choose that option at this
point in the semester would receive two hours of credit
rather than three hours of credit in a three-credit course,
I assume corresponding arrangements if the credit hours in
the course are different than three hours. Professor Riley.
PROFESSOR RILEY I am Riley, Architecture. I am
inestimably flattered at the content of the last two and a
half weeks of my course omitted seems to constitute an
irrevocable blow to the education of all those people
taking it. I think this is barbarous.
(Applause.)
Secondly, I am going to say two things, bring up
two points which I am sure to you will be either point or
will take something.
I ask you not to agree wifuthem but
to please grant me some sincerity in making them, that I
am not trying to be offensive or superior and that I am not
trying to be dictatorial.
Number one, I sincerely believe that not only is
the future of this University possibly at stake, but after
my experience yesterday I think in evidence of good faith
we can make of this a much better damned University than
it ever was.
(Applause.)
I believe that if we quibble
over the crossing of each "t" and dotting of each "i II this
Faculty will have done as much damage to this University
as any Campus radical or any candidate for Governor.
Lastly, I would ask you to please look at your
voters. We are going to hear a lot about democratic freedom, democratic responsibility, educational duty. I would
~~ggest to you that the line between personal pride, the
ine between a feeling that we have been shoved around long
~nough, the insecurity that losing face as a Professor, the
insecurity -- I am insecure. I am insecure a hell of a lot
of time. I feel particularly insecure after some of the
results of this weekend. This is not the same thing as
ac~demic responsibility or duty. They are two separate
Poi~ts. There is nothing wrong with being insecure with
saying, "I am losing a prerogative." Yes, we are losing a
Prerogative. So are some of the students who may go all
t?rough the semester and think somebody else gets a free
; 1 de and, by the way, the students in the Architectural
a~u~ent Meeting today were shouting, "Those of you who take
incomplete or do this, none of you are to bug out. We
are to sit
. here and work on the next year's curricu
. 1 um. "
Let me say that what I want to try and get at is,
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please, we have every reason to be insecure and nobody likes
t o give up prerogatives. But, ask yourselves whether that's
what we are really about.
Or is it really academic duty
and responsibility that makes us seem to have to pick out
something here that we can buy to save face.
HEADY · I will try to recognize people at these two
mi kes according to somewhat the length of the line in each
one . Professor Tailby.
PROFESSOR TAILBY Tailby, Economics Department.
would like to speak in favor of the original motion as
placed before the Body by Vice-President Travelstead.

I

I was one in attendance yesterday and at the meetings
of the Faculty and students and one who feels rather strongly
ab out particularly (3) (b) (i), which is a cause of app arent
concern to the House .
I would like to say this:
that if you read carefu lly the wording of (3) (b) (i) that we will discover that
it is at the determination of the instructor what is the
current performance level of the individual student.
If
the instructor were to feel that the uncompleted work redu ces the level of performance of those students opting for
~his it might well be losing a grade by the individual
ins tructor involved. That is something alone with his
cons c i ence, I would say.
Vice-President Travelstead also made within the
sense of his motion the point that if any of the crossing
of "t' s" and dotting of II i's II had been left hopefully to
the Policy Committee for dressing up.
I would suggest that
many of the points being made here about the prerogatives
0 ~ Professors or problems of Americanism, if you please,
might better be taken up by that Committee, the Policy
Comm ittee,
·
where they may become important.
I hope that
~hose present here today will find themselves able to vote
in favor of the motion as placed before the House by VicePre s·d
i ent Travelstead. ' Thank you.
HEADY

Professor Binford.

PROFESSOR BINFORD I would hope that this Faculty,
being persistent within an institution of higher education,
:~e .cap able of gaining some educational experience from
ei r own situation.
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One of t he t h i ngs t h at I think this characterizes
many of the o c c u rren ces of. the Faculty on this Campus is
t he recognition of their lack of ability to predict what
students will do. The suggestion that a student would drop
out of their classes because they are able to get a "A" and
are not willing to go into final examinations is the kind of
a statement about Faculty attitude towards students which
i s , I think, one of the major factors contributing to unrest
on Campus.
(Applause.)
The students are not to be put down and discredited
with motives for being here or for class participation or
f or evaluating what is an educational experience.
HEADY I am trying to remember when you came to the
mi crophone, Professor Skoglund. I think you were -- I
don't know whether you are modest or not, but I know you
di dn't -- you came before the line fully formed and I will
re cognize you next.
Professor Skoglund.
PROFESSOR SKOGLUND Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I
think there's more general agreement on part (a) of this
proposal than there is on part (b).
Therefore, I make a
substitute motion that part (a) be substituted for the
present motion.
As long as I have the floor
THORSON

Point of order.

HEADY I will rule, I think, that that is not a
sub stitute motion.
THORSON

The amendment is before the House.

HEADY The amendment is before the House. But, in
any event, I don't think that's a substitute motion for
the motion that is before us.
SKOGLUND

Would you tell me why, Mr. Chairman?

HEADY Because it deals with only a small part of
Wh at the main motion would deal with.
SKOGLUND
HEADY

I think it's still a substitute.

Well , you can appeal the ruling if you want.
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SKOGLUND
HEADY

I so move.
All right.

SKOGLUND

I would like to appeal.

HEADY The ruling of the Chair that Professor
Skoglund's proposed substitute motion is not a proper ·substitute motion has been appealed . Those in favor of the
ruling of the Chair that i t is not a proper substitute
motion please say II aye 11 ; opposed II no 11 •
The motion is
carried .
SKOGLUND

May I continue, Mr. Chairman?

HEADY Yes. We still have before us the proposed
amendment of Professor Dick.
SKOGLUND
HEADY

This is pertinent to that amendment .

All right.

SKOGLUND Dean Travelstead mentioned in support
of part {a) that when students registered in February under
the present catalog that this University had an obligation
t~ provide that educational program.
I would like to submit that when a student registered he also took on a
contract that he would not get credit in that course unless
he fulfilled the statement in the catalog.
I think that's
all I have to say. Thank you, Mr . Chairman.
HEADY

Thank you .

PROFESSOR LOFTFIELD
HEADY

President Heady - -

Identify yourself.

B'
LOFTFIELD I am Robert Loftfield, Department of
Hiochemistry .
I think that Professor Dick and Professor
ufbauer have spoken on theoretical grounds on perhaps they
w~ula have been discredited by Doctor Riley's comments
a out what the suggestion that this makes with respect to
What '
thi is the estimate of the students and his course.
r.
p .nk perhaps i t would better to relate ourselves at this
oint to the actual effects. This morning we taught
Class es in
· two courses, Chemistry 323 and 481 and subs t ant·
stuaeially the text of this resolut~on was read ~o.the
.
nts.
They were informed that in all probability this
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sort of thing would b e passed, t h at there would be a few
moments interval durin g which if they wish ed they could
leave for t h e rest of the season. At this point out of a
hundred and t wenty-fiv e students in the t wo courses, one
person left. This is not eighty percent, not q uite.
I don't understand t h is. Our "A" students a nd "B"
students who have b een accused of being anxi ous to se t tle
f or what they have got came around and specifically req uested
us to provide make-u p sessions later thi s week to cov er
material. I shouia say the "C " students and "D" students,
too , but the "A " stud ents were t h e ones who were being
castigated the most a few minutes ago.
The good students,
as well as the poor students, wanted to make up the work.
I think there's no question about this. There was a
question on the part of some students wheth er it was
relevant to what has b een brough t up about what fair ne ss
is there to giving somebody cred i t for a whole course
when, in fact, he ' s only done a p art of the course .
I
suspected that many of you here are Christians and wi l l
remember the parable of the vineyard. People came to the
eleventh hour working opposed b y those who came at t h e
fi rst hour and the t welfth hour and the sixth hour a nd so
forth because they h ad not in fact worked in the h eat of
the day and so on.
The Good Lord who happened to be running t h at
particular course (laughter) said that in fact it was none
of their damned business. However, lest we fall into a
communications gap with the silent majority as well as
per haps the more voluble minority, I did take the troub le
~o exp lain to some of these students to ask them wheth er,
~n fact, they came to the University of Ne w Mexico to colect Brownie points or whether they came for an education.
If they wanted the education in Biochemistry, as this
course happens to be, they would be well advised to continue
and they would end up knowing more Biochemistry probab ly
t han th e students who are opting to leave. This
·
· th e1r
·
is
~hoice. I don't think anybody i s going to be ahead . Noo~y is getting a bargain by not going to a class. I f you
thin~ that Mr. MacGregor can make a brilli ant man of somebody
by.giving him three credit points instead o f two credi t
Points I think you are giving Mr. MacGregor too many points.
(Applause.)
HEADY

Professor Davi s .

PROFESSOR DAVIS

~ Davis,

English Depa rtment.
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You hear a lot of talk here that this is a way of getting
ourselves out of the present crisis.
I want to submit to
you it's much more than that.
It's really a very open and
great opportunity for probably the most interesting and
most comprehensive educational experiment this Institution
has ever performed.
(Applause.) We have only two or three
weeks left in the semester. As many people pointed out, i t
doesn't really matter that much whether a particular student
opts to stay in or stay out. But what I think does matter
that much is that each student now has a chance to choose
for himself exactly what his educational course will be.
(Applause.) We are at a very safe point in the semester,
safe in that this isn't the beginning. We have students
that have twelve weeks of experience on which to make these
decisions and they may get -- will be making with a lot
more knowledge than they could, say, with just a catalog in
front of them.
If they choose to stay they know what they
are choosing to stay with.
If they choose to leave they
know what they are leaving to do, whether it's to work in
the Free University or go out politicking or to go swimming
at Guaymas, whatever they choose, it will be a choice where
the only person who is telling them about getting an
education is themselves.
I think this is the most valuable
thing that we can offer to these students.
(Applause.)
HEADY Now, Mr. Homestead. Mr. Homestead, could I
suggest that you come down here? I think everyone can hear
better from these mikes and it's hard for me to have an idea
as to where people stand in time. We have full lines.
Professor Stuart.
PROFESSOR STUART After some very good laughs we
had the last few minutes my comments will seem a little
dull and possibly repetitive, but I think some of the
conf usion
·
that some of you may later have is the idea that
~~ can lead a horse to water and make him drink. I ' think
t at We can't force education on human beings. We can only
ry to make it attractive.
I, like some of my Colleagues
~ho have already talked here of the experience this morning
1n g· ·
.
f iving the options to the students, that in fact none
0
them chose the easy out, at least yet.
In a more
Pro~aic way and mundane way I would like to speak directly
;?ainst the amendment at hand on rather technical grounds.
I lrst of all, in the altogether too keelhauling vein that
sens eon many of my Colleagues seemed to revel in,
·
· is
·
it
s~ggested that only two-thirds of the credit ought to be
gi1ven where I think if you would take a measurement, it's
c Oser t
.
i
.
o three-fourths, so on that ground alone we might
UJect that.
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In addition, I am by far the one on Campus who
doe sn't mind causing people trouble around places, but in
this case I suggest that for Mr. MacGregor and for other
people it would be very difficult at this time to get that
-- to get back that extra one credit hour worth of money
and so for a number of these reasons, in addition to that
there is no final content that would lead to the inevitable.
I would call the q uestion on the amendment.
HEADY The previous question has been moved on t he
amendment. We will vote on the previous question, and a
two-thirds vote on this will bring us to a vote on the
amendment.
(Several Faculty members were calling for a reading
of the amendment. )
HEADY The amendment would add to (b ) (i) in the
main motion before us the language that students who chose
option (B) (i) at this point in the semester would receive
two hours of credit, two hours of academic credit in a
three-hour academic credit course. Are you ready for the
vote on the previous question? Those in favor please say
"aye 11 ; opposed "no " . The motion is carried. We will now
vote on the amendment itself. Those in favor of Pro fes sor
Dick' s amendment please say "aye"; opposed "no". The
amendment is lost.
We will now continue debate on the motion before
us, which has not been amended. Professor Howarth.
PROFESSOR HOWARTH I am John Howarth, Department cf ~ ~
Astronomy. One of the purposes of the meeting yesterday,
as indicated by Professor Drummond, was that this could be
an educational experience for those Faculty members and
Adm·1 ·
n1strators who were at the time of our Saturday meeting
~omewhat out of touch with what had been going on on the
hampus. This meeting served its purpose admirably, as you
V~ve heard from Professor Drummond, Professor Cottrell,
lee-President Travelstead, and others.
I, myself, was
enorrnou s 1 Y impressed
·
· mee t ing.
·
by the success of this
I felt that at the beginning of that meeting of the
t~CUlty members who went in had the same kind of reservalons that have been expressed on about details of grading
:n~ People getting things they aren't quite qualified for
n so, and I had some questions of this. During t he
course of this meeting, as you have seen, this fantastic
F
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consensus developed.
I am happy to say that the range was
from Professor "X " to Professor "Y" and named three people
generally identified as right-wing or left-wing, but I
think is inappropriate because I think during the course of
these discussions these kind of differences disappear. I
think of those members of this Faculty who were not at that
meeting had similar opportunities to converse with the
students in these small groups and with each other I feel
that we would reach the same kind of consensus.
I urge very strongly that this motion be passed
without any further amendment.
HEADY I will recognize Mr. Pick ns, President of
the Graduate Student Association.
MR. BILL PICK s Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr.
Chairman, I serve between ten and fifteen hours
w ek
with the Faculty on various Committees and I c n pe on 1
testify to the great gulf that often develops nd I ~on'
put the blame, but often gulfs between Faculty nd
ud n
in those meetings, frustration, bickering, cling·ng
prerogatives, and yesterday that gulf w s dissolv d
all became students, students of how to keep his n·v r i y
open and how to make a better place and if
faith dev lop d,
a faith that I would like to work with yesterday I would
like to hold what the Graduate Students Association can do
and, therefore, I urge you on behalf, I think, of the vast
majority of graduate students and on behalf of their
official government, to adopt this proposal without changes.
HEADY

Mr. Alpert.

PROFESSOR ALPERT Professor Howarth has essentially
said what I am going to say, but I would like to give an
added testimonial to that.
I am on the Student Radio Board
and Mr . Van Dresser, I don't believe is the most important
Committee in the University, not quite but almost, but I
wasn't invited to the meeting yesterday but I went anyway
after the broadcast on KUM and I was moved -- I was moved
and any of you who were not there I don't feel could understand this experience. I think it as ecure, a good deal
of feeling not an area of bad fe 1·ng. I think we should
perpetuate this as best we can. I do think by passing this
motion in toto is the best way we could perpetuate this
eling. We have made of our admin"stration, our Faculty,
nd our students after this m t'ng y sterday and I think
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we owe them a vote of this motion.
Now the only feelings that have been brought up re
in this great silent majority of these students that di n't
vote.
If they are really there, and this offends th m,
maybe they will get off the stick and stop being goof-offs
and that would be positive action, too.
In summary, let me urge you to accept this an
wholeheartedly for it. I move the question.

vot

HEADY I recognize Mr. Frank Lihn, Pr sident o
Student Association.

h

MR. FRANK LIHN First of all just on t chnic l
point in roughly following the debate by one of th
Economic Professors in back . I think he may h v h
h
feeling that to receive credit for ny course on th
current of level performance as determine by th ins u o
seemed to be the feeling that you are t lking
out his
academic performance and not the ability of th t
of s or
because he had a person dropping from th t cours
nd go·ng
into the Free University that he's allowed to dock h t
person from a "A" to "B". I think it should be p r c ly
clear. One member of the Student Government,
think mys lf
and many of the students sitting here, we haven't got n
too much sleep in the past six days and I hoe you will
excuse me for not shaving at least a part of my face before
coming here .
I would like to speak a little bit about the
meeting on Sunday and speak of the comments by the young
lady from the Anti-Strike movement.
I was delegated the responsibility of getting up
seventy-five or eighty or however many names there ere
for that meeting .
I didn't want to do that myself. I
didn't feel I was qualified because I am neither the striker
or anti-striker . I don't kno what I am . But I called
the Anti-Strike people and informed them and told them to
submit to me a list of names, about twenty-five names of
which at least twenty would be at them ting . Then I
c lled the Chairman of the Anti-Strike movem nt him h
same thing: give me a l i t of t·enty-five eopl an I
ill guarantee at least twent of th m on the lis . I
ink it may be significant when the gentlem n c lled me
ack with the names of the anti-s rikers he only came up
ith eleven names. He called me up the next morning ith
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five more and I put them on the list . Buth di n ' t corn
up with a full twenty names . But I still think th
h
other people that I appointed personally from som of th
dormitories and some of the fraternities were defin·
1
not of the Anti-Strike so I think the presentation w
h
there was a cross-section of people there t that m
ng
yesterday .
Other things I think I can speak for
m jori y of
the Student Body . The majority of the peopl, h
were, I think, in agreement with the principl
for the strike last week .
I also think them
people are also thinking of coming
relatively normal basis , but those s
sixty, seventy percent of the Stud n
forget the reason why we struck. We
the cause . We do not want to forge
University has , and the idea of a r
well received . I do believe the vas m jo
Student Body received it, and the rad'c 1 on
and the radicals on the right who ill no
with us, but I think it wills ti fy h rn
people .
Another thing I would lik to point ou, w
all talking about at least continuin instru ·on fo
last three weeks and some people on't
th
and some people will and we are go·ng tog
g
grades and it sho uld be pointed out th t
hr
schools around the country , like Pri c ton and Kn as
various other schools , who ha e clo
down compl tel
no more ins tructi on , but the are
ill getting full
academic c redit to a ll those student .
(Applause . )
HEADY

Professor Bradshaw.

PROFESSOR BRADSHAW I
ould
of this motion . I would like to p akin
otion . I believe the
tion s tisfi s th
cis
e had to build bridge of full nd rstanding o
this Campus .
It satisfies th d ire of al st
this Campus .
I do not believe p r on 11
ht
students in the vern c l r 'copp·n ou" of the'
responsibility . The reason I do not
·n those students who fe 1 that the
ould
out, I sincerely feel it's
st for h rn .
tudents desire it, it is b st or th rn to ay, nd I

vor

on
on
1
h

thin
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they will.
I think that -- I believe the statement that
has been that to lose two or three weeks of the semester is
not going to be critical to everybody, so to speak. It may
be very bad and it might cause them to miss some prerequisite,
but, again, the choice is up to the individual student and
for that reason I think we should support this motion.
(Applause.)
HEADY

Professor Karni.

PROFESSOR KARNI Mr. President, I, too, who thought
the unity was displayed so magnificiently yesterday in here
and I would like to place this spirit of ecumenical brotherhood even among those who are not Christian.
I propose to
pass a cloak of somewhat apprehension to one of the paragraphs.
I am referring in particular to paragraph (a).
The possibility of paragraph (a), and I am expressing right
now the hope that I am completely wrong, is questionable.
Students who desire to do so should have the opportunity to
continue in classes. Last Wednesday before the University
closed students and Faculty who desired to do so were locked
physically from at least one building on this Campus. The
doors to the Engineering Center were blocked by two-byfours and five-row-deep of chairs. The second part, of
course, is enforceable. The Faculty and Teaching Assistants
and Graduate Assistants were obligated by contract and all
we have to do is deviate a little bit and we are out on our
rearend.
I hope I am wrong.
If we reach an agreement, as
we do , and I know that most of the students and the agreement work would like to continue, I would like to be given
assurance , enforceable assurance that I have access, and my
students have access to the building where they wish to
pursue their studies.
HEADY Professor Karni, in response to this
situation you mentioned, it has certainly been my intention
to make sure that access to and from buildings was not
blocked.
I do not know who you called -- whose attention
you called that situation to, but I can assure you if I
had known about it we would have had our Campus Security
Officers there to give assistance and we intend to do that
if that situation occurs again in the future.
But this is
the first report I have had of a situation of that magnitude
at any rate.
Professor Beckel, do you want the floor now?
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PROFESSOR BECKEL Yes. I have b en reque t
yield for a moment and I would do so ·t I don'
lo
place in line.
HEADY All right. I will recogniz
President of the Associated Students.

r.

o
m

elson,

MR. ERIC NELSON I wanted to say in respons to h
blockading of the Farris Engineering Building,
in
out that was true in the late hours of th afternoon nd
myself and six assistants went over and talk d o
people and got them to remove themselves from in
0
the door. This was not part of the strike prog
wanted people to picket and not to block oo
have been instructed. We are finally in agr m
and I foresee no further infraction of th t.
(
HEADY

Professor Beckel.

BECKEL Charles Beckel, Dep rtm n o
my name. I would like to address m rm rks
the young lady who is representing the Ant·-

Phy
0

There's one thing that has troubled m a
l
about the American educational system in comp r
oth
educational system and I think you should be troubl
out
it and others as well. We at no time -- w h v no
for cogitation. This is particularly true ·nth
echnical
areas. We are so busy solving problems, we are so busy
doing homework, taking quizzes continuously, that we los
what is an essential part of our educat·on nd is pr s nt
in most educational system: t i e to sit back nd th·nk.
I have tried in my class. I am a Physics Teach
I have tried in my class at times experiments wher I have,
for several weeks, not quired the usual kind o home o
but have asked the kids to think about some p r icul r
subject seriously and to write about it. For some of my
students that was the bested cation 1 experienc th
had
in a technical background.
ow I also believe that t o w k ou·
11
educational experience, which i r lativ ly
even if we go astray, cannot be
cruc·a1
ow
I
merely am speaking as everybod
n rt n
0
the motion.
(Applause.) I oul lika to
out, how
one thing that I consider an n u·t, n
y:

er,
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retain (b) (iv) which, to my mind, implies that students who
withdraw now get a "W" , if there are students who have
withdrawn previously with a "W-F" this would appear to me to
be inequitable and I hope the Policy Conunittee considers
this when they draw the final reconunendation.
HEADY

Professor Wager.

A

PROFESSOR WAGJR I must say that this certainly beats
the obscene butchery that we saw on Friday. I am delighted
by the -- by all the speech that we are having and even
though I have attempted to come up here and play the role
of the villian, I don't want to do that.
(Applause.)
I
have one human problem that I think some of us have and I
am going to ask for a show of hands to see whether there are
a number of us that have this problem with (b) (i). There
are a number of people who do not take daily attendance and
who do not keep records of their students' performances
during the course of the first fifteen weeks of the year
and who actually put most of their emphasis, if not all, in
evaluating their student's performance and this is our right,
part of our academic freedom, to decide where the evaluation
takes place and on what basis. Many of us, I would think
at least a few of us, evaluate on the basis of perhaps the
papers or examinations that come in at the end of the year.
Now this is the problem we face. Almost impossible
to say what is the level of current performance, if this
is the way you work things.
Now how many people here, and we ~practically the
whole Faculty here -- how many of the Faculty would have
this problem? Is it a significant number? I think it is.
It looks to me like about a third.
I know this is a problem
to present at the Law School where there is only one
examination and that is the final examination at the end of
the semester. There is no other basis for evaluation.
We have to be reasonable.
If we are going to
evaluate our students in any way, shape, or form, could I
suggest that we amend (3) (b) (i) to say that the students
should, following option, should be available to students
to receive credit for any course and a semester grade at
the level of current performance as determined by the
instructor, if this is humanly possible.
HEADY I wonder if I might suggest that in the
discretion that might be given to the Policy Conunittee here,
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a possibility that the circumstances you mention where the
instructor could say he does not have a basis for giving
a grade to a student unless he takes an exam.
A

WAGJR That deprives the student of option (i).
that right? Is that a way of interpreting it?

Is

HEADY He gets a chance to show what he's accomplished up to this point. I am not sure whether that's the
intent of the motion or not.
A
WAG~R I just mean if we don't have anything to go
on, what in the dickens are you going to do?

HEADY We do not have an amendmentio the motion at
this point. We have a p~oblem pointed out to us.
WAG~R

Can I move that that would be my amendment?

HEADY I beg your pardon.
"if humanly possible"?

You did want to add that

.A

WAGJR '' If this is humanly possible for the
instructor. "

HEADY The amendment has been moved.
second to the amendment?

Is there a

(There were several seconds.)
HEADY It's been moved and seconded that the words
"if humanly possible" be added at the end of (B) (i).
A
WAGJR If you don't like it, vote it down.
I am
only trying -HEADY
amendment?

Those in favor -- is there discussion on the

(Many Faculty members were calling for the
question.)
HEADY All right. We have some discussion on the
amendment. Mr. Murphy, Professor Murphy.
.
PROFESSOR MURPHY There are~ofessors who find it
impossible to give a grade or indeed to give credit for a
course not completed. I see no way of cramming it down
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their throats.
If they refuse to give the grade, what do
you do? It seems to me that it is very evident that we have
provided what experience is given and the fact remains that
there is a considerable number of.J'rofessors that have no
basis to give a grade and would refuse to give a grade if
they felt the credit had not been earned.
I see no way
around i t and I was wondering if Professor Wag'tr would be
willing to accept this substitute, that the addition of these
words , 11 at the discretion of the )?'rofessor the option may
be limited to ·(iii) and (iv) ,''thats what we are really
talking about.
HEADY

Do you want to accept that?

WAGER I don't accept it because it deprives the
students of options (i) and (ii).
HEADY
amendment?

All right.

Is there further debate on the

(Several Faculty members were calling for the
question.)
HEADY Mr. Van Dresser, I will recognize you.
There are those that are : asking for the floor.
STEVEN VAN DRESSER I would only like to say that as
a student I think the amendment is unnecessary. There is
no one who expects inhuman feats by the Faculty.
HEADY

Point of order.

PROFESSOR JOHN RHODES I was told at one time that
there had already been some effort made to set up a special
meeting to clarify the situations such as this.
Is this
not true?
HEADY This is part of the motion, I believe, that
we have a referral to the Policy Committee of minor details
like this, and that~ttlement of disputes we would set up
some machinery at the departmental level or college.
RHODES So that there really is also a method for
settling any disputes if a Professor feels he cannot give
a grade?
HEADY It has not been spelled out, but certainly
such a system was assumed.
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(Faculty members were calling for the question.)
HEADY Are you ready for the question? This is on
Mr . Wag~r's amendment. Those in favor please say "aye";
opposed " no " . The motion is lost.
Professor Murphy is next.
PROFESSOR MURPHY Somehow the problem must be dealt
with or it could be a monumental problem. I know of a number
of,)Yrofessors who have told me they wi ll refuse to give
credit for a course that is not completed. This has to be
met. We should say, therefore, make the amendment now and
move that the words be added "at the discretion of t he
,J'fofessor the optionsmay be limited to (iii) and (iv).
(There were several seconds. )
HEADY I want to be sure you all understand the
amendment. The sense of the amendment we just voted on
this would substitute languageJllat the discretion of the
Instructor the options may be limited to options (iii) and
(iv).» Is there debate on the amendment? Are you ready to
vote? Those in favor of the amendment please say "aye";
opposed "no". The amendment is lost.
Mr. Homestead.
PROFESSOR HOMESTEAD I wish to speak in wholehearted
support of this resolution that we have just before us. It
seems to me a great miracle, literally a miracle at least a
secular miracle occurred yesterday when a Student Body,
these representatives of the Student Body, certainly adequate
representation on the part of the Faculty and our
Administration members were there and they came and this
was a touch-and-go situation which you heard earlier in your
reports, a touch-and-go situation and they were able to
resolve it into what? Unity. Compromise. Intelligence.
Rationality in my opinion. Now one of the things that we
should be able to strive to do is to see that this problem
is just not part here and part there but a very large
problem which started with tremendous issues: Cambodia,
Kent State. Let us not lose sight of that very important
fact because these things are going to have a repercussion
for a long time going. Now it seems to me we, who are
members of the Faculty, should have a philosophy .
(Many remarks of Professor Homestead were not
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understandable by the reporter and I report here only that
which I was able to hear . )
The shepherd has a philosophy and the shepherd asks
if we have any philosophy on us.
I think we should see it
and see it as a test of the healthiest things for this or
the diversions of our opinion.
It doesnt negate the
tremendous impact of this unity which we have now.
I
therefore move the question now.
(Applause.)
HEADY

May I ask if there is a second to that

motion?
(There were several seconds. )
HEADY We will now vote on the previous questions.
Those in favor p lease say "aye"; opposed "no".
We will now vote on the motion before you , which I
believe has not been amended. Those in favor of the motion
please say " aye "; opposed "no". The motion is carried.
(Applause.)
HEADY May I remind you of tomorrow's meeting? This
is the only business before us this afternoon and a motion
to adjourn is in order. Excuse me, Professor Dean Springer
had asked to make an announcement and I had forgotten that.
JONES May I speak to that problem that you are
about to raise? I think we should not be too self representative at this point. When we think of the motivations ·for
the actions that are approved obviously, but they are still,
for some of us who would like to work within the Free
University, there is still a lot to be done. Obviously,
anyone thinking two and a half weeks that it isn't really
time enough to get started, but those who want to commit
themselves to the Free University do not plan to quit at
two and a half weeks. I would welcome any Faculty names.
I have fifteen and I want any more people who are willing
to spend time and energy with the reform movement, plenty
of students are interested. Thank you .
HEADY We have two more announcements that I have
been asked to recognize people.
I will call on Dean
Springer first and then Dean Adams to make these. I thought
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we would get these announc ments ov r wi
to the other order of business .

n

th n turn

DEAN SPRI GER Just an
plific ion o
Jones said . We were able to pl n tog th
many students this morning the inc ption
University and I think what we ha, no
some location . We don't have the nsw
I believe Joel, that we might nnounce
topics that grew out of the discus ion
that came from all the in ivi ual t bl
that my office is going to bet
for this operation and to ask for
of these topics who might wish to partici
this up.

w

Jo l

u

Now topic number one we h v
U.S. Foreign and Domestic Policy" .
called "Racism and the BYU Issu ."
called "The Nature and Governanc o
umber four we have calle "UM Ph
Strike." Number five we have c 11
we have called "Defense Contr cts."
called "Violence Versus on- io nc ."
umber eight we have c lled "Th
National Decision aking."
umb r nin
"Free University Long-Range Planning."
ow we need help i h 11 of the
oon
we can find a place where these groups can m
u
between the hours of ten thirty in the morning
wo
thirty in the afternoon, hopefully b ginn'ng omorro,
ill announce where they meet.

bl

JONES Those topics are not restrictiv nor h
time restrictive . That's b ginning tomorrow morning
ten thirty . Is there so e 1 c to
gin?
go on ro
here so the students should be abl
o coop r t . Th'
is a concrete basis of op r t on .
or hr
n t houg

SPRI GER
e re
facilities for topic th
ill announce these, too
o

may I

HEADY

0

nd

ake th

Befor

you

o

or

, p

0

or Ho

h
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point of information he would like to bring.
PROFESSOR HOYT Yes.
I would like to ask:
I
think it's been particularly striking over t h e last week
that so many good ideas have come from the students t h e mselves and I would like to ask if adequate p rov ision is
being made for the generation of t h e Free University ideas
from the students.

~~1:'~

Well, we are inviting t h e m through
whatever channels are available to us to generate more, but
we felt very strongly with the students t h is morning t h at
we are in on t h is p iece of p lannin g and that we ough t to ge t
a move on and what we said we wanted to do was announce h ow
far we have gotten, which isn't very far, because s p ace is
in short supp ly. Now may I, Mr . Chairman, also mention t h e Annual Re s eard
Lecture Postannual research lecture? I think I h ave to because it is
poned
sch eduled for tonight, but the s p eak er has req uested a
p ostp onement and by agreement with t h e s p eaker, Professor
Nash, we will postpone until next year .
Th ank y ou very
much .
HEADY The research lecture which was scheduled
tonight will not be held tonight. Dean Adams h as an
announcement.
ADAMS Assuming that the motion for adjournment will
soon be made, I should like to call a meeting for several
of the members of the College of Fine Arts Faculty and y ou
are requested to be held in Room N-200 of the Fine Arts
Center at three thirty this afternoon, a half hour from
now.
COTTRELL
HEADY

Mr. Chairman

Mr. Cottrell.

COTTRELL At the conclusion of our meeting yesterday
we had several p oints that the Faculty felt were worth some
discussion and effort.
Some of those were discussed with
Presidents and Vice- Presidents and y ou at that time and we
made a public statement t h rough KUNM on this. But I think
we would be somewhat remiss if it was so worded that this
as a whole.
I did not mention these when I was up earlier
because I wanted to get on the first item of the agenda
first .
But, however, if many of you are aware of the fact
that the building, the New Mexico Union has b een in a
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controversial point the last few days and the Faculty Policy
Committee met with some members of the Union Board this
morning and then after discussing this with the students on
the Union Board that were there and checking with ASUNM
President Nelson and then calling President Heady to see if
the arrangements for keeping part of the Union o p en twentyfour hours a day could be extended another day, and getting
his concurrence and the concurrence of the student
representatives.
I think that I can assure that at least
for the moment everything that the Union - - everything at
the Union is calm and under control so I wanted to make
that announcement.
HEADY I think you might, to be a
specific about the arrangement, the Union
open through the night last night and the
it will remain open all night tonight for
want to make use of it.

little more
Ballroom remained
arrangement that
p eople who may

COTTRELL And there has been some slight expansion
on that in that the direction of the Union indicated that
some additional facilities could be made available to the
students through the night and the north ballroom can be
divided into three sections to provide for smaller rapid
sessions that want to go together and so we stand a bit
over what -- expand a bit over what we did last night.
Now the second point, since one of our big top ics
of discussion yesterday did relate to the Physical Plant
workers, there is a lot of perhaps p art of misinformation,
lack of information and conflicting information, I think
that it would be well, since we did invite our -- by
Faculty action some representatives from that group to be
with us today, to allow some time for them to express that
and any other questions that we want to bring up might be
well to take up.
PROFESSOR MERKX I move that Mr. Evans Garcia be
allowed to make a statement in behalf of the Physical Plant
workers.
MR. EVANS GARCIA At the beginning of the meeting
there was some talk about -- well, there was a lot of talk
about the Faculty's concern for all students in the school.
It drew a large round of applause.
I would also to thank
the Faculty members that are also concerned for other h uman
beings, for all workers in the University.
I would hope
that concern for workers were mostly chicano, mostly poor,

Strike by
Physical Plant
Department
Workers
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and not as educated as the Body here.
they would also draw a large round of

I would hop th t
pplause.
(Appl us .)

There was also some talk about the Univ r it hav·n
to fulfill its contractual arrangement with th
tu
s.
What about the University and other ins ~tu ion
u 1
arrangement to pay a standard living wage? Top y
c n
living wage? I think that is also part of the Univ r ity'
contractual arrangement.
(Applause . )
I come here today not to tell you -- to tell
what has happened within the past four days. A
l
ninety workers' families are on strik, nine y
their families are on strike. They had pick
lin
These ninety families had to be begged. Thy r
for a decent pay scale. They are tired of m k'ng
four thousand per year. But, maybe w don'
to these people like the woman theres i , sh '
American. The poor chicanos and the under due
no
do not fall under this category. We r
sk'ng
e need -- we do not have a strike fund. W
feed children and to keep people f d an
roofs over people's heads . That's why I
o
ou.
I would hope that some people -- I
.eople in here, do, have an inter st o oth r hum n b ·ng
at heart and they would give us some mone
nd lso g·
us time. We have our headquarters, strike hea qu rt r
1815 Roma, Northeast . That's just across the
r
ov r
here. We can use any type of help. We can com to cl
rooms. We need other people on the pick
lines, but most
of all we need food and we need money. If any of you oul
like to give it , it will be welcome .
~ake the checks to -I think they are setting up a bank account under Ph sical
lant Organizing Committee. I am not real sure on that.
You might go over to the Chicano Student Center and check
on that before you make out a check, but I am ap
lin to
ou, your generosity and your -- I guess to your warm
heartedness . Thank you .
HEADY

You vant the

FRANK LIH

loor on thi

o, not exactl .
scus
s

HEADY Let ' s continue
subject and then we ill co e to an

Did

V CE-PRESIDE T
r . Bailey come?

subj ct?

r . Jerom
son

of

Bai
ho

on o
h.
r . Sm th.

0
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the meeting earlier.
COHEN Mr . Bailey could not come. He said h
prefer not to speak at this meeting . Mr . Bail
i
organizer for the Communications orkers of Am r i c .
eople in the Plant are an inch away from having col
bargaining rights if they don't blow it.
I hop
ht
has happened in the last few days doesn'
do th t.
Mr. Bailey authorized me to say tha once h Un'on
select their bargaining representative, th work rs h mselves through their bargaining rep esenta ·v w·1
their demands .
It will be their demands, wh t
h F cul
has to say here won't be relevant. They ill d t m·n
for themselves what they want through h i
l c v
bargaining representatives at a mee ·ng and n l c on
which has been scheduled for June 3rd .
May I make one point: if you will
second I think you must have known a 1· tl
process here .
Under the rules that ha
Union can request:Oargaining election i
the workers in the Union authoriz th Union
This has been done. Communication Workers o
v
thirty percent authorization. Und r the same
the Union is authorized to bargain to elect r
Union can intervene if it gets signatures o one p
of the workers, so we have an intervening Union, h
Carpenters . The American Arbitration Association h s
an election for June 3rd . It would b possible, ou d
have been preferable to have an earlier ele tion, bu
o
that the Arbitration Association i
in it will be ifficult
to get the date changed unless both int rvening Un'on
agree. Since it will be more to the advant ge of one o
the Unions than the other to change the date, to mov it
forward, i t may be difficult to get this agreement . That
is the status of things nov .
I am also authorized to say under the r gional
representative of the Communications Workers Union h onl
one who has tangible authorization to speak s a potent·a1
leader, that the Union has not called
strike . Th
o
not know what percentage of orkers ar involved, but h
is a eat deal of confusion at this poin
s to h
·ti
all about . Thank you .
VICE-PRESIDENT SMITH Pres'dcnt Hady, this
Precisely the same thing and goc a lit le fur h r

I h
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here a news release which was called to the local papers and
television stations this afternoon .
Plans for the June 3rd representation election under
rules set by the American Arbitration Association were
announced by Jerome Bailey, representing the Communications
Workers of America; Gilbert Vigil, Professional Maintenance
and Service Employees affiliated with the New Mexico District
Council of Carpenters, AFL-CIO; and Lawrence C. Yehle, UNM's
Director of Personnel.
"Current agitation for a strike by
Physical Plant Department employees is not in the best
interests of UNM workers," Bailey and Vigil said in a prepared statement.
"It will be much better to permit the
election campaign procedures to be followed so that the UNM
workers can decide the question of collective bargaining.
Then, if they decide on a course of collective bargaining ,
we will get to the issues." Thank you .
HEADY I might add one other bit of information in
addition to what Professor Cohen said and that is that the
University is quite prepared to arrange the election at an
earlier date than June 3rd if the two Unions that are now
involved and the American Arbitration Association will agree
to it. Now is there any further discussion in view of this
matter? Is there a motion to adjourn?
A FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

Move to adjourn.

Those in favor please say "aye"; opposed

"no" .
Adjournment:

3:08 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Durrie,
Secretary

